
U.S.  Department
of Transportation

Federal Highway
Administration

Mr. William M. Korman, Jr.
President, Korman Signs
3029 Lincoln Avenue
Richmond, Virginia 23228-4295

Dear Mr. Korman:

Thank you for your letter of October 19,
(FHWA)  acceptance of your company’s portable sign stands as crashworthy traffic control
devices for use in work zones on the National Highway System (NHS)  Accompanying your
letter were copies of the crash test reports by General Testing Laboratories, Inc., and video
documentation of the crash tests. You requested that we find the tested devices acceptable for
use on the NHS under the provisions of National Cooperative Highway Research Program
NCHRP  Report 350 “Recommended Procedures for the Safety Performance Evaluation of
Highway Features.”

The FHWA  guidance on crash testing of work zone traffic control devices is contained in two
memoranda. The first, dated July 25, 1997, titled “Information: Identifying Acceptable
Highway Safety Features,” established four categories of work zone devices: Category I
devices were those lightweight devices which could be self-certified by the vendor, Category II
devices were other lightweight devices which needed individual crash testing, Category III
devices were barriers and other fixed or massive devices also needing crash testing, and
Category IV devices were trailer mounted lighted signs, arrow panels, etc. The second
guidance memorandum was issued on August 28, 1999, and is titled “INFORMATION: Crash
Tested Work Zone Traffic Control Devices. " This recent memorandum lists devices that are
acceptable under Categories I, II, and III.

Full-scale automobile testing was conducted on your company’s portable sign supports. In
most cases, two examples of each device were tested in tandem, one head-on and the next at
90 degrees, as called for in our guidance memoranda. A brief description of each tested stand
follows.

SS560:  X footprint stand with rigid steel legs. The sign support assembly consists of a pivoting
steel upright with a telescopic steel mast and built in sign holders that is connected to the base
via two extension springs. This stand supports either rigid aluminum, ALPOLIC, or roll-up
signs at an operating height of 1530 mm above the pavement.
SS560A:  Same as the SS560  except the legs are aluminum.
SS560UCA:  Same as the SS560A  except the telescopic mast is aluminum and supports only
roll-up signs that mount via a clamping mechanism. The legs telescope.
SS548: Same as SS560  but reduced in size and weight accordingly for an operating height of
533 mm above the pavement. This stand supports either ALPOLIC or roll-up signs.
SS548A:  Same as SS548 except that the legs and mast are aluminum.
SS548CA:  Same as SS548 except that the legs are telescoping aluminum.
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SS548C:  Same as SS548  CA except that the legs are steel.
SS1: Tripod stand with rigid steel legs and telescopic mast that supports a roll-up sign at
326 mm above the pavement, or an ALPOLIC sign at 356 mm above the pavement.
SS548UCR  X footprint stand with telescoping steel legs. A short steel mast is rigidly attached
to the base and contains a clamping mechanism that holds a roll-up sign at a height of 343 mm
above the pavement.
SS548UCRA:  Same as SS548UCR  except legs are aluminum.
SS548UC:  X footprint stand with telescopic  steel legs. A short steel mast that pivots is
connected to the base via two vertical extension springs and contains a clamping mechanism
that mounts a roll up sign at 533 mm above the pavement.
SS548UCA:  Same as SS548UC  except legs are aluminum.

Enclosure 1 is a summary of all sign stands tested and the results. This summary lists the
pertinent details of each stand (materials and construction) and the signs and flags mounted on
them (type of substrate, mounting height, etc.) It also gives the details of the tests including test
vehicle mass, impact speeds, and a summary of the damage caused by the impacts. Enclosure 3
consists of drawings of the tested stands.

During the tests there were no windshield damage except in Test 10 where the Alpolic sign
striking at 90 degrees caused a l-inch depression in the center of an area of cracking. The
windshield was not penetrated in that test. Two sign stands (Tests 12 and 16) caused short cuts
in the roof of the test vehicles but there were no further intrusion. In Test 9 the fuel tank was
leaking after the test, however there appeared to be nothing peculiar about the tested sign stands
that would cause us to believe that they had a greater potential to penetrate the occupant
compartment than any other tested stands.

You also asked us to permit the following extrapolations. These extrapolations are summarized
in your chart which is included as Enclosure 2.

1)

2)

Testino was conducted on some stands with ,080 aluminum sign blanks, some with
Alpolic  signs blanks, and others with roll up signs. You asked that stands tested with
080 aluminum blanks be found acceptable when used with Alpolic signs or with roll up
signs. You also asked that stands tested with Alpolic signs be found acceptable when
used with roll up signs. We concur in your assessment that the .080  aluminum is a
“worst case” scenario and that the stands tested with .080  aluminum signs will perform
in an acceptable manner when used with the Alpolic or roll up signs. Likewise, the
Alpolic substrate is a “worse case” than roll up signs, and any stands tested with Alpolic
will perform acceptably with roll up signs as well.

One test was conducted using an SS 560 hit head-on and an SS 560A hit at 90  degrees.
The sign stands  are. identical except for the legs: the SS 560 legs are steel and the
SS 560A  legs are aluminum. We concur in your assessment that the single test (Test 3)
adequately demonstrates that the SS 560/560A  is acceptable whether steel or aluminum
legs are used.
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* These combinations are found acceptable based on extrapolations discussed above.

** These two stands are the same as SS548UCR  and SS548UC  respectively except the legs are
aluminum.

Our acceptance is limited to the crashworthiness characteristics of the device and does not
cover its structural features, nor conformity with the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices. Presumably, YOU will supply potential users with sufficient information on design and
installation requirements to ensure proper performance. We anticipate that the States will
require certification from Korman Signs that the hardware furnished has essentially the same
chemistry, mechanical properties, and geometry as that submitted for acceptance. To prevent
misunderstanding by others, this letter of acceptance, designated as number WZ-29, shall not be
reproduced except in full.

If components of your signs are patented they may be considered “proprietary.” The use of
proprietary work zone traffic control devices in Federal-aid projects is generally of a temporary
nature They are selected by the contractor for use as needed and removed upon completion of
the project. Under such conditions they can be presumed to meet requirement "a" given below
for the use of proprietary products on Federal-aid projects. On the other hand, if proprietary
devices are specified for use on Federal-aid projects, except exempt, non-NHS projects, they:
(a) must be supplied through competitive bidding with equally suitable unpatented items; (b)
the highway agency must certify that they are essential for synchronization with existing
highway facilities or that no equally suitable alternative exists or; (c) they must be used for
research or for a distinctive type of construction on relatively short sections of road for
experimental purposes. Our regulations concerning proprietary products are contained in Title
23, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 635.411, a copy of which is enclosed.

Dwight A. Home
Director, Office of Highway Safety Infrastructure

4 Enclosures



Tests were conducted both with and without the use of flags to determine if
conventional flags with wooden staffs had any influence on the outcome of the crash
event. No damage was caused by the flags, nor did the presence of the flags increase or
reduce potential damage in any tests. We concur in your assessment that your tested sign
stands may be used with or without these flags.

Stands SS 548 UCR and SS 548 UC have been previously accepted by extrapolation
(WZ-21) with either a turn/screw or spring loaded lever clamping mechanism. You
tested these signs in the recent crash test program in order to have documentation to
substantiate your earlier conclusions as well as proving the use of a different clamp,
flags, and steel legs had no impact on the outcome. We accept these data.

In summary, there was no occupant compartment intrusion or deformation observed, nor did
any test article debris show potential for penetrating the occupant compartment. The results of
this testing met the FHWA requirements and, therefore, the devices listed in the table below are
acceptable according to NCHRP  Report 350 Test Level 3 criteria for use on the NHS under the
range of conditions tested, when proposed by a State.

Stand Number

ss 560

Signs stand is acceptable with:

,080  Alum. Alpolic

YES YES*

Roll Up

YES*

Test
Numbers

3

SS 560 A I YES I YES* I YES” 13  I

SS 5 6 0 UCA NO NO YES 5

ss 5 4 8 NO YES YES” 14

SS 5 4 8 A NO YES” YES 9

SS 5 4 8 CA NO YES YES 1 2

SS 1 NO YES YES 4



Enclosure 1
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Korman  Signs Inc
NCHRP 350
Submittal No. 3
October 19,1999

Korman Signs Inc. Summary Table of NCHRP Report 350 Test Results and basic product characteristics for Submittal Letter Number 3 dated October 19.1999

I I I I

Report Number 3 3 5 14 9 1 2 10 4 1 6 16 none none
, I

1 7

small dents
on bumper,
grill,hood
and back of

small dents
on bumper

slight  d e n t  1 1
on-bumper minor dents

dents on slight dent on and grill on bumper
hood and bumper hood front dents and hood grill and
bumper, broken bent depressions roof small cut
some  roof head/park windshield to hood and roof from flag
contact, light dent at depressed roof and slight holder scrape

slight dents grill broken roof pillar cut some driver side depression of on windshield same es
Vehicle Crush roof 4 0 8 roof on bumper out on  roof cracking fender the hood header 48A
Occupant Compart.  Intrusion  none none none none none none none none none none none
Windshield Damage Head On  none none none none none none none  none none none none

Windshield Damage90 degree none none none none none none minor none none none none



Enclosure IA Definition of Terms

suffix A
Suffix  B
X Reg
X Ult Comp
X Comp
Tripod
Flexible
Rigid Stl
Rigid Al
Tel Al
Tel Stl
Wood
Clamp
V Clip
Clip
Bracket
Report Number
Impact Number
3/l 6
3/8

Korman  Signs Inc
NCHRP 350
Submittal No. 3
October 19,1999

Indicates Head On Orientation
Indicates 90 degree Orientation
Conventional 4 legged X Footprint Base Construction
4 Legged X Footprint Base w/telescopic components made as compact as possible roll up only
4 Legged X Footprint Base w/telescopic components made as compact as possible roll up or rigid
3 Legged Stand w/movable vertical mast
Indicates a stand base that provides a swinging motion restrained by a 2 stage double vertical extension spring design
1 piece steel square tubing
1 piece aluminum square tubing
2 pieces of aluminum square tubing where one telescopes inside the other
2 pieces of steel square tubing where one telescopes inside the other
Type of flag consisting of vinyl coated nylon fabric fastened to 3/4 in (1.9cm  diameter wooden staff
Device that traps fiberglass rib on back side of roll up sign and draws it under controlled force to the upright
V shaped formed metal bracket designed to hold rigid signs to sign stand
Small piece of angle to hold rigid signs on front legs of Tripod
Indicates method to mount roll up signs.. consists of 2 mounting fingers to trap horizontal rib on both sides of its center
Number that appears on GTL Report Cover Sheet and coincides with Run Number assigned to each impact
Number assigned to each device to document and keep track of outcome and quickly identify the orientation
Indicates a rectangular shaped fiberglass rib that is 3116 in .48cm)  thick and 1.25 in (3.2cm)  wide
Indicates a rectangular shaped fiberglass rib that is 3/8  in (.95cm)  thick and 1.25 in (3.2cm)  wide



En ure 2
Korman  S
NCHRP 3
Submittal No. 3
October 19,1999

~ Korman  Signs Inc. Chart showing basis for 350 acceptance by either the actual Impact Number and/or the relevant Impact Number(s) that justify the extrapolation.

/ I I I I I I I I I I I
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KL x 1.6mm SQUARE STEEL TUBING
TELSCOPIC MAST 25.4MM X 1.8MM SQUARE STEEL TB G

SPRINGS - EXTENSION  TYPE N .080  ALUMINUM S I G N
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Ultra  Compact  Sign  S tand
SS560UCA

Base
31.75mm x2.1mm  square steel  tubing
with 4.91mm steel leg  mtg  flanges

Legs
Telescopic 31.70mm and 25.42mm square
aluminum  tubing  with  2.56mm  and  2.46mm
wall thickness respectively

Telescopic 2 5 . 4 2  x 2 . 5 6  wall thickness
square  aluminum tubing  with  lever  clamp

Springs....Vertical  extension type

Finish....Zinc/Aluminum

+  ’ 67 ‘ nM4  Roll Up Sign
Fabric Model 4848DFUC
3M  Diamond Grads Roll  Up Sign
Reflective Sheeting  #RS-24

Crossbraces  (Ribs)
Vertical 9.53mm tick, 31.75mm wide,  1645mm long
Horizontal 4.66mm  thick, 31.75mm  tide, 1645mm  long
Prultruded  Fiberglass

Pockets
Lexan  or Heavy Duty Triangular Mesh Fabric
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DETAIL -A-

.!$%w  x 2.1mm  SQUARE STEEL  TUBING WITH
4,dlYY  STEEL LEG  MTG.Flanges

$%n  x 2.1mm SQUARE STEEL TUBING SCHEMATIC DRAWING FOR MODEL SS548
 MAST ,?54uu  x 1.6mm  SQUARE  STEEL TBG. FLEXIBLE SIGN STAND WITH A 2MM ALPOLIC  SIGN

SIZE  FSCM No. 1 DWG No. IREI



$&$l,w&c= WH m Korma si@&
1.75mm x .256mm  SQUARE ALUMINUM TUBING SCHEMATIC DRAWING FOR MODEL SS548A
BsOOP,C  Mast -  25.4MM  X .256MM  Aluminum TBG. FLEXIBLE SIGN STAND WITH A 4848DF  ROLL  UP SIGN

SPRINGS  - EXTENSION  TYPE

FINISH - ZINC SIZE FSCM N O . DWG No. REV

c9219c
. I

t
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RMSIONS

ZONE REV OESCRlP”ON MTE APPRDVED
- - - - - -  -,

DER’TO  OCTAL  - A -

TELESCOPIC  31;ISMM  AHO  2542UM  SPUME ,,.“M,N”M
TUBING Wi’H  2.5OMU  AND  ZASMM  WM.  THICKNESS.
RESPECT&CLY

SCHEMATIC DRAWING FOR MODEL SS~MCA

TaEscwIC  MST  wmi  2sAMu  AN0 IQMU  SO”ARE
FLEXfBLE  SIGN STAND WITH A 2MM ALPOLIC SIGN

SER.  NBING  W”H  1.6MM  AN0 I.SUN WALL
T H I C K N E S S ,  R~PnZTmLY SEE F-SCM  N O . WIG  NO. R E V

S P R I N G S  -  E X T E N S I O N  P(PE c92-298

FlNlSH  - ZINC SC&E-NOT  T O  S W 9/29/s@ SHEEl O-SC

A
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DRAWING K9239A  \

2338MM
OLL UP SIGN

MOUNTING FINGERS

LAG HOLDERS

FINISH - ZINC

L 1321MM

ROLL UP SIGN

SCHEMATlC DRAWING FOR MODEL SS-1
WITH A 4848MF  ROLL UP SIGN

SIZE FSCM  N O . DWG  NO. REV

C92B9B
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Model SS548UCR
Ultra Compact Sign Stand

!
schematic Drawing for Model SS548UCR -

Ultra Compact  Sign Stand w/ 48x48 Roll up Sign :__

__.-FINISH  - ZINC

Model 4848DFUC
Roll up Sign

Fabric
1220mm x1220mm Reflective  Roll up Sign Sheeting

vertical 9.53mm thick,  31.75 mm wide,  1645
mm long  Horizontal 4.66 mm thick,  31.75 mm
wide, 1645 mm long pultruded fiberglass



SPRINGS  - EXTENSION  TYPE

FINISH  - ZINC
L-

Model SS548UC
Ultra Compact Sign Stand

Ultra Compact  Sign Stand w/ 48x48 Roll Up Sign

71-3u -_-. I.--. -.-- . ..- -...
-..-.. -.-_...

I c?D !QM~rnrn~

1

-

Model 4848DFUC
Roll Up Sign

3M Diamond Grade Reflective Roll up Sign Sheeting
#RS-24

Vertical 9.53mm thick  31.75mm  wide, 1645mm
long Horizontal 4.66mm thick, 31.75mm  wide,
1645mm  Iong  pultruded fiberglass

Pockets
Lexan or Heavy  Duty Triangular Fabric

Schematic Drawing for Model SS548UC_- ^ _. -
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4.91
LEGS
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Sprin

Finish
-

SCHEMATIC DRAWING FOR MODEL SS548CC
FLEXIBLE SIGN STAND WITH  A 4848DF  ROLL UP SIGN



5635.411

the request. The RFHWA  will  have ap-
proval  authority on the request

(3)  Requests for  waivera  may be  made
for specific projects. or for certain  ma-
terials or products in specific geo-
graphic areas, or  for combinations of
both. depending on the circumstances.

(4)  The denial of the request by the
RFHWA  may  be appealed by the State
to the Federal Highway Administrator
(Administrator). whose action on the
request  shall  be considered administra-
tively final.

(5) A request for a waiver which in-
volves nationwide public interest or
availability issues or more than one
FHWA region may  be submitted by the
RFHWA to the Administrator for ac-
tion.

(6)  A request for waiver and a” appeal
from  a denial Of a  request must include
facts and justification to support the
granting  of the waiver  The FHWA re-
sponse to  a  request or  appeal will  be in
writing  and made available to the pub-
lic upon  request. Any  request for a na-
tionwide waiver and FHWA's  action  on
such a request may  be published in the
FEDERAL REGISTER for Public comment.

(7)  I” determining whether the waiv-
ers  described in  paragraph  (c)(1)  of this
section  Will be granted. the FHWA will
consider all appropriate  factors  includ-
ing. but not limited to, cost,  adminis-
trative burden, and delay that would be
imposed i f  the provision  we re  no t
waived.

(d)  Standard State and Federal-aid
Contract procedures may be used to as-
sure compliance with the requirements
of this section.

(a)  Federal funds shall not partici-
Pate. directly or  indirectly. in  payment
for  any  premium or royalty on any pat-
ented  or  proprietary material, speci-
fication,  o r  process  specifically  s e t
forth in the plans and specifications  for
a project  unless:

(1)  Such patented or proprietary item
is Purchased or obtained through com-

23 CFR Ch. I (4-l-97 Edition)

Petitive bidding with equally suitable
unpatented items; or

(2)  The State highway agency cer-
tifies either that such patented or  pro-
prietary item is essential  for  synch=,,-

nization  with  ex ist ing  highway  facili-
ties. or  that no  equally suitable alter.
nate  exists; or

(3)  Such patented or proprietary item
is used for research or  for a  distinctive
type  O f  construction  o n  relatively
short sections of road for experimental
purposes.

(b)  When there is available for pur-
chase more than one “onpatented. non-
Proprietary material, semifinished or
finished article or  product that will
fulfill the requirements for an item of
work of a project and these available
materials or products are judged to be
of satisfactory quality and equally ac-
ceptable on the basis of engineering
analysis and the anticipated prices  for
the related  item(s) of work are esti-
mated to be approximately the same,
the PS&E  for the project shall either
contain or include by reference the
specifications  for each such material or
Product that is considered acceptable
for incorporation in the work. If the
State highway agency wishes to sub-
stitute some other acceptable material
or  product for the material or  Product
designated by the successful  bidder or
bid as the lowest alternate. and such
substitution results in an increase in
costs, there will not be Federal-aid par-
ticipation in  any  increase in costs.

(c )  A State highway agency may re-
quire a specific material or  product
when there are  other acceptable mate-
rials and products  when such specific
choice is approved by the Division Ad-
ministrator as being in the public  in-
terest. When the Division Administra-
tor’s approval  is not obtained, the item
will  be nonparticipating  unless bidding
procedures  are used that establish the
unit price of each acceptable alter-
native. In this case Federal-aid partici-
Patio” will be based on  the lowest price
so established.

(d)  Appendix A sets forth the FHWA
requirements regarding (1)  the speci-
fication of alternative types of culvert
pipes,  and (2)  the “umber and types of
such alternatives which must be set
forth in the specifications for various
types of drainage installations.

Federal Highway  Administration,  DOT
§635.501

-

(e) Reference  in specifications  I
plans to single trade name ma
will  not be approved on Federal-al

and on ranty  provisions in non-NHS  Federal
terials aid contracts.

d {60 FR  44274,  Aug. 25,  1995]

The SHA may include warranty
visions  in  Nat ions,  Highway - - -
(NHS) construct ion contract
cordance  with the following:

(a) warranty  provisions shall be
specific  construction product  - -
ture.  Items of maintenance no
for Federal participation  sha

for  a
r,  or  fea-
,t eligible
11  not be

covered.
(b)  A l l  warranty  requirements  and

subsequent revisions shall be submit-
ted to the Division Administrator for
advance approval

(c) No warranty requirement shall be
approved which. in the judgment of the
Division Administrator. may place  a”
““due obligation on the contractor for
items over which the contractor  has no
control.

(d) A SHA may follow its o w n  proce-
dures regarding the Inclusion of war-

(a) Materials produced after July 1.
1991,  by convict labor may only be in-
corporated in a Federal-aid  h ighway
construction  project if such materials
have bee”:

(1)  Produced  by voncits  who are  0”
parole,  supervised  release. or  probation
from  a prison  or

(2)  Produced in a  qualified prison  fa-
cility  and the cumulative annual pro-
duction amount of such materials for
“se in  Federal-aid  h ighway contruc-
tion does not exceed the amount of
such materials  produced in  such facil-
ity  for “se in  Federal-aid highway con-
struction during the U-month period
ending July  1,  1997.

(b) Qualified prison  facility  means any
prison facility in  which convicts. dur-
ing the L-month period ending July 1,
1987, produced materials for “se in Fed-
eral-aid highway  contruction  projects .

Subpart  E-Interstate
Mainte n a n c e  Guidelines To prescribe Interstate maintenance

guidelines and establish the policy  and

SOURCE:  45 FR  20793  Mar.  31,  1980,  u nless procedures to insure that the condition
otherwise  noted. of Interstate routes is  maintained  at

the level  required by the purposes  for
which they were designed.


